4.1 | LAND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW

- Land Use Review

Jennifer Verhulst, PE
Acting Assistant Director

Brittania Jackson-Garcia
Business Process Specialist

Vacant
Customer Solutions Coord

Vacant
Managing Engineer

Denise Lucas
Director
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4.3 | LAND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW

- Land Development Planning & Engineering
- General Permit Program
- Land Management
- Small Cell Program
- Entertainment Service Group
- CIP Permit Review

- Denise Lucas
  Director

- Jennifer Verhulst, PE
  Acting Assistant Director

- Elizabeth Boswell, PE
  Managing Engineer

- Jennifer Turnbow
  Business Process Consultant Sr

- Gregory J Casey, PE
  Supervising Engineer

- David Murray
  Sound Engineering Consultant

- Mark Nathan
  Program Specialist

- John Guinan
  Project Manager

- Tiasha Lockaby
  Property Agent Senior

- Jacquelyn Armstrong
  Property Agent Senior

- Kathy Uhrig
  Property Agent Senior

- Mashell Smith
  Property Agent Senior

- Tyler Retzloff
  Property Agent

- Jacqueline Lobato
  Permit & License Review Analyst

- John McDonald
  Env Conservation Pgm Mgr

- April Sellers
  Project Coordinator

- Heather Parajuli
  Permit Review Specialist

- Kristin Carlton
  Env Compliance Spec Sr

- Janna Underwood
  Env Review Spec Sr

- Land Development Engineering

- Jennifer Back, PE
  Engineer C

- Vacant
  Project Coordinator - AE

- Vacant
  Project Coordinator - AW

- Vacant
  Project Coordinator - PWD

- Land Management

- John McDonald
  Env Conservation Pgm Mgr

- Vacant
  Project Coordinator - PWD

- Public Projects Review

- Tera Villaret
  Capital Program Consultant

- John McDonald
  Env Conservation Pgm Mgr

- Gregory J Casey, PE
  Supervising Engineer

- Jennifer Back, PE
  Engineer C

- Vacant
  Project Coordinator - AE

- Vacant
  Project Coordinator - AW

- Vacant
  Project Coordinator - PWD

- April Sellers
  Project Coordinator
5.1 CONSTRUCTION & ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTIONS

- Site and Subdivision Inspections

**Central Area**
- Joe Campos
  - Inspection Supervisor
- Roy Govea
  - Inspector C
- Alfredo Govea
  - Inspector C
- Mario Ochoa
  - Inspector C
- Gary Darity
  - Inspector C
- Christopher Davis
  - Inspector C
- Tommy Darity
  - Inspector C
- Kevin Ray
  - Inspector C
- Terry Faz
  - Inspector C

**South Area**
- Ken Brewer
  - Inspection Supervisor
- Israel Ramero
  - Inspector C
- Darrell Meuth
  - Inspector C
- Jimmie Rose
  - Inspector C
- John Reyes
  - Inspector C
- Kevin Barker
  - Inspector C
- Kevin Brooks
  - Inspector C
- Alissa Weller
  - Inspector C
- Douglas Williams
  - Inspector C

**North Area**
- Stephen Ramirez
  - Inspection Supervisor
- Adam Cabello
  - Inspector C
- Patrick Cadet
  - Inspector C
- Phillip Ellison
  - Inspector C
- Roger McMillan
  - Inspector C
- Roberto Torres
  - Inspector C
- Ernesto Cordero
  - Inspector C
- Drake Harvey
  - Inspector C
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5.2 | CONSTRUCTION & ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTIONS

- Environmental Inspections
- Tree Inspections & Enforcement
- General Permits and Telecom

### Excavation ROW Inspections
- Cecilio Nunez
  - Inspector C
- Ralph City
  - Inspector C
- Kristopher Arguin
  - Inspector C
- Joel Lara
  - Inspector C
- John Jones
  - Inspector C
- Shane Wagner
  - Inspector C
- Ernesto Gomez
  - Inspector C
- Ruben Villalpando
  - Inspector C

### Telecom Inspections
- Ernesto Beltran
  - Inspector C
- Jesse Herrera
  - Inspector C
- Esteban Baslar
  - Inspector B
- Steve Manning
  - Env Inspection Spec B
- Tray Dickson
  - Inspector B
- Michael Gloria
  - Inspector C
- Richard Botello
  - Inspector B

### Music & Entertainment Enforcement
- Amanda Wytrick
  - Env Compliance Supervisor
- Jacob Eckstein
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Vacant
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Lyle Adair
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- 3rd Party Services
- Brian Eagan
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Jason Crouch
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Underground Storage/Barton Spr Zoning
- Madelyn Flannagan
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Elizabeth Simmons
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Hunter Goodwin
  - Env Inspection Spec

### Commercial Tree & Environmental Compliance/General Permit Inspections
- Walter Brown
  - Env Compliance Supervisor
- Michael Bogard
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Vacant
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Alex Randle
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Marco Mendoza
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Scott McMillan
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr

### Commercial Tree & Environmental Compliance
- Amanda Kemp
  - Env Compliance Supervisor
- Vacant
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Felix Ramirez
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Marco Mendoza
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Robert Ruiz
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Derrick Lee
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr

### Residential Tree & Environmental Compliance
- Doug Davis
  - Env Compliance Supervisor
- Oscar Garcia
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Vacant
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Dale Donahue
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Rebecca Setliff
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Vacant
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Nate Sponseller
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr
- Sarah Campbell
  - Env Inspection Spec Sr

### Other Dept Employees
- Leticia Sifuentes
  - Dispatcher I
- AnnaMary Becker
  - Customer Service Rep
- Michael Jones
  - Const & Insp Svc Pgrm Mgr
- Vanessa Ramos
  - Administrative Specialist
- Rick Holloway
  - Assistant Director
- David Chapman
  - Dev Svcs Div Mgr
- Denise Lucas
  - Director
- Michael Jones
  - Const & Insp Svc Pgrm Mgr
- Amanda Wyrick
  - Env Compliance Supervisor
- Jacob Eckstein
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Vacant
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Lyle Adair
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Brian Eagan
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Jason Crouch
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Madelyn Flannagan
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Elizabeth Simmons
  - Env Compliance Spec Sr
- Hunter Goodwin
  - Env Inspection Spec
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